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RESUMEN: Describimos, en forma general, la fenomenología de las 
fulguraciones solares a través de diversos aspectos: una revisión
breve de la historia de las observaciones, una descripción general de 
sus características observadas y, por ultimo, una enumeración de los 
requisitos básicos que deben satisfacer los modelos de fulguración. En 
segundo termino, resumimos algunos de nuestros resultados recientes 
referidos a las características de la liberación de energía observadas 
en eventos que abarcan un rango, tanto espacial como energético, muy 
amplio: fulguraciones, microfulguraciones y abrillantaroientos de gran 
escala. La base de nuestro análisis es el conjunto de datos, únicos en 
su tipo, obtenidos por el Espectrómetro de Imágenes en Rayos X Duros 
que volo a bordo del satélite Misión para el Máximo Solar y 
magnetogramas vectoriales del Centro de Vuelos Espaciales Marshall.
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ABSTRACT: We preeent, in general, the solar fiare phenoroenon going 
through severa! aspects: a brief hietorical survey of solar fiare 
obeervations, a general description of its observed characteristice 
and, finally, an account of the basic requirements set on solar fiare 
models by the observational data. As a second step, we summarize soroe 
of our recent resulte on the observed charaeter of energy release in a 
vast energetic and spatial range of events: fiares, roicroflares and 
large scale brightenings. The base of our analysis is the unique set 
of data provided by the Hard X-ray Imaging Speetrometer, that flew 
aboard Solar Máximum Mission satellite, and ground-based vector 
magnetograros froro the Marshall Spaee Flight Center.

1. INTRODÜCTION

1.1 A little history

Solar fiares are energy release transient phenomena, the 
most spectacular and violent (i 1032 erg in y 102 - 103 s, in extreme 
cases) forro of activity in the suri atmosphere,

On September 1, 1859, R.C. Carrington (1860) and R. Hodgeon 
(1660) observed for the first time a white light fiare, being this 
type of event not the moet common within these phenomena. From then 
on, and until the launching of the Orbiting Solar Obsevatory (OSO) 
Batellites, the data were obtained mainly from earth in eeveral 
wavelengths. There exists an overwhelming quantity of obeervations, 
mainly in Ha, which have been the basement for general conclueions 
about the sise, ehape, intensity, etc. of fiares. In particular, these 
events have been clase ified accordirig to the area covered and 
intensity observed in this wavelength (see e.g. Svestka, 1976). This 
classification describes quite well the coldest región of a fiare (T ^ 
6-8 103 K) and its levels of importance are related to certain
effects induced in earth, such as: geomagnetic storms and auroras.
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However, as Parker has said: "trying to underetand the baeic phyeical 
processes at work in fiares usina only Ha data, is the eame like 
trying to describe a dinosaur looking only at its footprints". In this 
line, the analysie of a hotter (T > 10» K) emission component, that 
has come evident in modera obeervations, has thrown light in the 
understanding of the physics of fiares.

It is known, from lortg time ago, that almost all fiares 
develop in active regions (ARs) with sunspots and that they are more 
frequent as more complex the sunspot group is (Bell and Glaaer, 1959; 
Dodson and Hedeman, 1970). It has also been observed that the events 
that tafee place in the penumbral part of a sunspot release the largeet 
amounts of energy (see review works by ávestka, 1968, 1981 and etudiee 
by Dodson and Hedeman, 1960; Ellison et al., 1961; Martres and Picfe, 
1962; Neidig, 1977; Bwivedi et al., 1984). However, the firet 
observations showed that fiares do not appear in the umbra (Sveetfea et 
al., 1961), being evident that there are other important aspects in 
the magnetic configuration besides the field intensity. With the 
advent of the solar magnetograph designed by Babcock in 1953, it was 

possible to compare directly the photospheric magnetic field and the 
región of the fiare. Its location with respect to the longitudinal 
neutral line (Bu = 0) was studied by Martres et al. (1966) and 
Moretón and Severny (1968), who related it with the presence of email 
bright Ha points; these appeared at both sides of Bii = 0 at the 
beginning of the event in regions of intense field gradierit. Though 
the first data provided Information of the longitudinal magnetic field 
only, it was poseible to irifer, under certain assumptions, the 
direction of the transverso component (Zvereva and Severny, 1970). 
Zirin and Tanafea (1973) and Tanaka and Nakagawa (1973) were the first 
to discuss the importance of the observed magnetic shear in the 
structure where the events develop. Magnetic shear givee the idea of 
the departure of the local magnetic field from a potential 
configuration; being the shear angle, defined by Hagyard et al.
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(1934), the angular difference between the observad and the potential 
field direction calculated from longitudinal field measuremente. We 
will diecuss this point in relation to the energy released by indivi
dual hipóles in the following Section.

There are observations of two types of phenomena that point 
out the essential role of the magnetic field etructure and dynamice. 
These are: eympathetic and homologous fiares. Almoet simultaneous 
events, called eympathetic, are often observad in different active 
regions (Richardeon, 1936, 1951; Becker, 1958; Moretón and Rameey, 
1960; Valnizék, 1961; Athay and Moretón, 1961) the interconnecting 
loops seem to be the channels ttfrough which different types of 
perturbations can travel from one active región to another giving 
place to this phenomenon. On the other hand, it is frequeritly sean 
that one event happens in the same place and preserving the same 
geometry as a previous one, This recurring character of fiares was 
observad for the first time by Waldmeier (1938) and ehowe that: 
either the non-potential configuratiori is rebuilt after every event. 
or only a part of the stored energy is released after every event.

It was during the 60e that considerable progrese was made 
in the observattonal area. The data obtained from satellites gave the 
chance of analyzing fiares in wavelengths not yet detected from earth. 
The first soft X-ray observations were provided by the instrumente 
aboard QSO-1 (White, 1964). The epectrometers on GSO-3 (Hudson et al.,
1969) , OGO-5 (Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, Kane and Ariderson,
1970) and OSO-7 (Datlowe et al., 1974a,b) observed innumerable 
small events between 5 keV to ^ 100 keV. These data were used maínly 

for statistical studies. In the KÜV, the first data with spatial 
resolution were those of the instrument of the Harvard College 
Observatory (300-1350 A) aboard 0S0-4 and 0S0-6 (Wood et al., 1972). 
Coiaparing these observations with tho6e obtained simultaneously in 
X-rays by other satellites, Wood and Noyes (1972) concluded that the 
EÜV emission wae a combination of two componente: the first associated
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to the non-thermal and impulsivo X-ray radiation, that would reeult 
after the injection of accelerated electrone in the denee chromosphere 
during the fiare triggering and the second related to the the riña 1 
X-ray emission, that would come from the indlrect heating of the 
chromoepheric plasma due to a coronal source.

Theee early USA satellite experimente were complemerited by 
the TD-1A of the European Space Research Organisatiori in 1972; its 
hard X-ray epectrometer (Van Beek, 1973) observed the solar radiation 
between 25 keV and 1050 keV with high temporal resolutiori. Hoyng et 
al. (1976) analyaed thoroughly the data in relation to the source 
modele for hard X-ray emission during flaree.

Skylab was the first marmed miesion that observed the Sun 
(1973 - 1974). This space etation had 8 telescopes (Apollo Telescope 
Mount, ATM) covering a wide wavelenght range (2-7000 ), which allowed 
to obtain Information of the different sones in the solar atmosphere. 
A review of the observations and most important conclusions of ATM can 
be found in Zirker (1977), Sturrock (1980a) and Orrall (1981); 
though, perhaps, the outstanding reeult of this miesion wae the 
recogniaance that the claseic picture of a homogeneoue corona heated 
by sound wavee is, at most, a minor component. The solar corona is 
structured in a vast hierarchy of magnetic loops, playing the magnetic 
field an essential role in the heating of the external solar 
atmosphere (see Kuperus et al., 1981 for a review). On the other hand, 
regions of open field linee show reduced coronal emission and are the 
sites where the solar wind originates.

Though Skylab was launched during the mínimum of the solar 
cycle, a subetantial leap forward in fiare modelling took place after 
its high epatial resolution X-ray and UV pictures. In particular, 
fiares were seen like very bright coronal loops that could come in two 
main classes, distinguished by the global form and action of the 
magnetic field in which they occurred (Pallavicini et al., 1977; Moore 
et al., 1980). In one clase, the fiare develope within the loops of a 
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single bipole, loope that remain closed throughout the event. In the 
other clase, the fiare occure in a sheared magnetic arcade as an in
tegral part of the eruption and expuleion of the magnetic fieId 
carried in a filamenf and coronal roaee ejection. Moore et al. (1980) 
referred to the above two claeeee ae "compact” and ''two-ribbon" 
fiares. Following ávestka (1986), we ehall cali the firet clase 
"confined1 and the other "ejective* , according in thie last case 
with the terminology in Machado et al. (1988a); we do thie eo ae to 
emphasize the eesential differencee between both.

After this miasion we can mention: the International Sun 

Earth Explorer (ISEE, 1978) and P78-1 (1979) eatellitee. The 
first spacecraft carried aboard a hard X-ray epectrometer 
observing between 26 and 3170 keV (Kane et al., 1979); the resulte 
obtained, relevant to fiares, can be found in Kane (1983). In 
relation with P78-1, Doschek (1983a) describes the instrumente aboard 
and Doschek. (1983b) eummariaes the conclueions derived. from these da
ta.

Besides the numerous satellite experimente already 
mentioned, a great deal of information was provided during the same 
period by Instruments that flew in balloons. All these data, 
compiied along almost 20 years, were surpassed in quality in 
some cases and complementad in others by the observatione of the 
Solar Máximum Mission (SMM). This USA satellite, together with 
Hinotori from Japan, were the last two devoted, almost 
exclusively, to the observation of solar fiares. Rondo (1983) and 
Tanaka (1983, 1987) d ©acribe the intrumentation and the main 

results from Hinotori, respectively.
SMM was launched on February 14, 1980, near the máximum 

of solar cycle 21. In November 1980, the spacecraft attitude 
control system failed; being repaired in orbit by the crew of the 
Space Shuttle in November 1984. The satellite de-orbited and was
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lost on December 2, 1989 ln the Indian Ocean. During its useful 
Ufe, more than 400 papera based on SMM observations and their 
interpretation have appeared in scientific Journals. A compilation of 
SMM resulte can be found in Kundu and Woodgate (1986), while Solar 
Physics No 65 was devoted exclusively to a deseription of the 
Instruments aboard.

We sha.ll now outline briefly the main features of the 
Hard X-ray Imaging Speetrometer (HXIS, Van Beek et al., 1980), since 
its observations are the basis of our next analysis. Two dimensio
nal imaging in hard X-ray of fiares became possible for the first 
time with HXIS. This instrument consisted of an imagine collimator 
of ten grid plates divided into 576 sectlons and a position sensitive 
detector system. The grids formed a coaree field of view (CFOV) 6' 
24'' in extent (with 32'' resolution square picture elements or 
"pixels") and a fine field of view (FFOV) of 2' 40'' (with 8'' 
resolution pixels). Every pixel was observad, with time resolution 
down to 1.25 s and up to 7 s depending on the operational mode, in 
six energy banda ranging from 3.5 to 30 keV and arranged in the 
following way: B1 3.5-5,5 keV, B2 5.5-8.0 keV, B3 8.0-11.5 keV, B4 
11.5-16.0 keV, B5 16.0-22.0 keV and B6 22,0-30.0 keV. Though HXIS 
had only nine months of active operation its data set constitutes a 
unique record of solar fiares, with a spatial resolution never 
before achieved at those high energies.

In this survey we have emphasiaed the observations that 
have been more relevan! for solar fiare theory. At present, 
several satellite experimenta are being prepared to fly during this 
solar eyele (see Revira, 1990) which will try to throw light. in 
several points that still remain obscure, not only in relation to 
fiares but also in many other aspeóte of solar physics.
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1.2 Basic descriptlon of fiare spectrum

Solar fiares emít radiation in a wide range of wavelengths. 
In Figure 1 we show the temporal evolution of a typieal fiare; it can 
be seen that, though there existe a general agreement, the light 
curves are different enough so that no one alone can completely 
describe the event,

TIME (MINUTES)
fi|. 1 Iateisity as a function cí tiie at different sarelengths for a typieal fiare. He haré iñdicatedthe pilases in shich the I-ray eaission is divided.
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Some fiares roay also ejeet plasma into the corona and 
the int.erplanetary space originating a shock wave. As this 
wave travels, it excites plasma oscillations that give place to a 
type II burst, a drlfting radio emission. Part of the electrons 
that have been accelerated during the fiare stay trapped behind 
the shock producing, through gyroeynchrotron radiation, a metric ra
dio continuum called type IV radio burst. This emission can 
be stationary or moving, either if it comes frora the electrons that 
stay in sones of closed magnetic field lines or from those that are in 
the ascending plasma cloud.

The temporal evolution of the observed intensity in 
different wavelengths is often divided in phases that are related, in 
first approximation, with distinct physical procéseos. In the X-ray 
range (see Fig. 1), we shall talk of: onset, impulsivo and gradual 
phases (see Machado et al., 1988a). The onset phase indicates 
the beginning of the event with a slow rise in soft X-rays. This phase 
can, eventually, appear in hard X-rays. Afterwards an impulsive 
phase is observed in hard X-rays, during this period the soft X-ray 
light curve has not reached its máximum but. shows a steep slope. 
The gradual phase, that may not be present in many events, follows 
the impulsive in hard X-rays. In the soft X-ray curve, the period 
after the máximum is often called main phase (see e,g. Priest, 
1982).

1.3 Basic requirements for fiare modele

The theoretical interpretation of solar fiares has been 
the subject of lorg discussions in the last years, and the great 
number of modele that have appeared do not explain the fiare 
phenomenon in all its aspecto. Most of these are qualitative in nature 
and agree with observations in a general way. Some of the basic 
physical parameters used in modele, as e.g. the size scale of the
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energy release soné, are orders of magnitude smaller than the 
mínimum instrumental spatial resolution ever aehieved and, 
therefore, direct eomparison between observations and theory is 
pot yet possible. 0n the other hand, the fiare observables are the 
result of the convolution of the primary energy release 
characteristica with those of the environment where the fiare 
occurs, through a combination of plasma instabilities and energy 
transport proeesses. Despite all these eonstraints, observations
obtained in the last two decades have been substantial for fiare
theory.

The problem of fiare model requirements is not a
completely objective matter, and a discussion giving different 
weight to certain aspects of fiare phenomenon can be found in 
different. reviews about solar fiare models (Sturrocte, 1980b; 
Spicer and Brown, 1981), We point out that the requirements we 
©numérate here, are the basic ones that emerge from the analysia 

presentad in the next Section.
All the hypothesis that are made about. the nature of 

solar fiares give an important role to the magnetic field of solar 
active regions, as can be inferred from the observations 
deseribed previously, It is accepted, in general, that a solar fiare 
is a coronal phenomenon and that the energy released is stored 
in stressed (current-carrying) magnetic struetures; being the energy 
storage procese one of the points that has to be considered.

Provided that the coronal and photospheric plasma is highly 
conducting, the most straightforward way of increasing the energy 
content of a coronal potential configuration, where 0 <<1 (0, ratio of 
the gas pressure to the magnetic presssure), is through the 
motion of the photospheric (0 >>1) footpoints of magnetic loops. 
This energy storage can be considered as a slow procese along which 
the magnetic field evolves through a succesion of force-free 
configurations, ending up in a higher energy State (Low, 1982).
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This procese seems to be possible since the photospheric motions 
timescale is of the order of days, while the coronal field would 
adjust to this perturbation, with the Alfven velocity, in a 
timescale of the order of seconds. Figure 2 shows the way in which 
the original configuration can be deformed: a whirling velocity field 
can twist the footpoints of a loop (upper drawing) or an arcade can be 
sheared due to motions tangent to Bii - 0 (lower drawing).

rif. 2 Scheiatic representation of the deforiation of potential coronal fleída due to footoolnt•otiona: a tsiated loop (upper draving) and a sheared arcade of loops (lower drawing).
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McClyraont and Fisher (1989) evalúate the mechanic energy 
associated to the turbulent motions of the upper convective soné. 
They find out that the energy needed for a fiare cannot be 
instantaneously provided, but that along ^ 1 day a flux tube would 
store 1031 erg. Jn his model of coronal heating, Parker (1981a,b, 
1983a,b) proposes that footpoint motions continuously drive the 
coronal magnetic fleld into States of dynamical nonequilibrium. In 
this procese, many discontinuities (current sheets) are 
spontaneously formed; in these regions the field reconnects 
enhancing, thua, Joule diasipation and simplifying the magnetic 

structure. However, Antiochos (1937) shows that for continuoue 
boundary conditione only continuous Solutions are allowed for the 
coronal forcé-free fields; being thus not proved Parker's 
aesertion. There are also coronal heating models based on the 
excitation of roagnetohydrodyna¿uic (MHD) turbulence (van 
BallegooiJenr 1986; Gomes and Ferro Fontan, 1988); according to 
them, the energy coming fron photospheric motions undergoes a 
Cascade procesa towards the microseaie where it is efficiently 
dissipated through Joule effeet. These models are etatíonary and do 
not take into account an eventual energy storage, At this point, 
the problem of explaining through the same procesa coronal heating 
and energy storage for a fiare has not yet been solved.

The observation of photospheric magnetic shear along longitudinal 
neutral Unes (Krall et al., 1982; Hagyard, 1988) suggests the 
existence of net current.s flowing frora the photosphere towards the 
corona and, on the other hand, the fact. that the longitudinal 
magnetic configuration of an active región does not change after * 
fiare (remember also homologous fiares) indicates that the energ> 
released is energy in excess over the potential one. Our resulte 
also suggest that, differences in the energetic evolution oj 
independent hipóles are due to different levels of energy storag, 
(see next Section).
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Most of fiare models (eee however Henoux and Somov, 1987) do 
not coneider the energy storage procese and assuroe that energy is 
already available in the coronal loops.

The coronal field deformation, Just described, is an ongoing 
procese. However, it is not expected that the magnetic stresses can 
increase indefinitely. Models that study sequence of force-free 
equilibria in arcados (as those ehown in Figure 2) find that the 
etructure eventually reaches a metastable State (Birn and 
Schindler, 1981) and infer that, at this raoroent and due to soroe 
perturbation, the fiare ie triggered, the configuration releases 
its free energy and returns to a low energy State. The presence of an 
impulsivo phase at the beginning of the emission in certain 
wavelengths shows that the energy release is violent. A fiare model 
must then consider a fiare triggering mechanism. Those that propose 
that the geometry of the event is given by more than one bipole, 
assume that the interaction between them starts the energy release 
(see e.g. Heyvaerts et al., 1977); while those that consider that 
fiares take place wlthin one closed loop, propose the development of 
some type of instability (see e.g. Spicer, 1977; Van Hoven, 1976, 
1981). Our resulta support both the idea that the interaction between 
hipóles, probably through reconnention, occurs at the beginning 
of most fiares and the idea that the bulk of energy release 
takes place within the bipoles (see next Section).

Another problem that fiare models have to explain, is that of 
the energy release mechanism. in particular, the impulsivo phase 
seems to be the one that sets the major requirements. During this 
period, the observations indícate the presence of high energy 
accelerated partióles and, therefore, the proposed mechaniem has to be 
able of heating the plasma and aecelerating partióles. For 
example, the hard X-ray emission requires, according to the assumed 
Bource model, either the presence oí sones with T 10® K (Brown et 
al. , 1979; Smith and Lilliequiest, 1979) or the acceleration of
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^103® electrona a-i (Hoyng et al., 1976). Moat of modern fiare 
modela consider magnetic reconnection or annihilation in current 
aheets aa the energy release meohaniam, being then the topology of 
the reconneeting región what characterisea the model. Excellent 
reviewa of fiare modela are thoae by Sturrock (1980b) and Spicer 
and Brown (1981).

2. FLARfi AMD PLARE-LIKE FHENOMENA IM MAGMETICALLY COMPLEX ACTIVE 
REGIOHS

In recent works (Machado et al., 1988a,b; Mandrini et al., 
1989; Mandrini and Machado, 1990) we have analised the propertiea of 
flarea and other aaaociated phenoroena that are determined from HXIS 
data and combined ground-baaed obaervationa of the magnetic field. 
In our analyaie we have conaidered the eoft and hard X-ray 
epatiotemporal evolution, the time dependence of the thermal 
energy content in different magnetic bipolea participating in the 
flarea and the relationahip of the X-ray behaviour to the etrength and 
obeervable ahear of the magnetic field. Our aim with thia atudy 
has been to draw a picture of fiares meaningful for the 
understanding of the energy release procesa and the field topology 
where they occur, confirming and/or adding to the findings of 
previous obaervationa, i.e. thoae of the Skylab. In thia Section we 
eummarize and illuatrate our main resulte.

We point out that we take aa a working premiee that the hard 
X-ray emiaaion at photon energies c 1. 16 keV is intrinaically 
aseociated with the primary energy release procesa, irrespective of 
whether the bremsstrahlurig emission at such energies is thermal 
non-thermal or a combination of both. This premise is based on the 
fact that the highest energy release powers (erg-*  s) are thoae 
needed to explain the observations during the hard X-ray burst, 
whatever the source of this emission is (see Machado, 1982; Vlahos et
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al.. 1986 for reviews). The limit e = 16 keV to the hard x-ray 
emleeion i8 set only for instrumental reasons, since it ie the 
inferior boundary of the lowest eriergy band (B5) of HXIS that is not 
eeverely contaminated by radiation from the (T y 107 K) soft x-ray 
emitting plasma.

2.1 Confined and ejective events

Machado et al. (1988a) included in their analysis of fiare 
properties 23 events from HXIS data set. Here we describe, in 
particular, three fiares showing similar morphological characteristics 
that developed in AR 2779 (NOAA number) during November 1980, and then 
extend our conclusions to some other examples from the original list 
(see Table I in Machado et al., 1988a).

In Figure 3 we show the evolution of the overall magnetic 
field of AR 2779 between Nov. 6 and 12, 1980. It can be seen that the 
positive polarity regions appears split towards the E (central 
Dagnetogram), with respect to the original configuration (upper 
magnetogram), evolving to the situation in which the analysed events 
took place (lower magnetogram). AR 2779 was composed of two main 
sunspots with a reversed polarity región between them (see Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4a). In Figure 4c we give a schematic representation of the 
coronal field lines across the neutral linee labelled as A, B and C 
(Fig. 4b), plus a large structure D which connects the leading and 
trailing spots. Such configuration should have and X-type neutral 
point región above the intermedíate neutral line A, which we have 
encircled in Figure 4c. This line was the región with the largest 
observable magnetic shear along the period shown in Figure 3; 
according to Hagyard et al. (1984) the máximum shear angle exceeded 
70
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flg. 9 Tenporal evolution oí tle nagnetic íield oí áB 2779. Longitudinal nagnetograa obtained on lov. 7, 1Í80, positivo polarity la alotn vitl íilled linea and negativo tltb aaslea (upper figure). Ovorlay oí longitudinal aad transverso field neasureuests oí lov. 8 (central figure) and lov. 11.lili (lover figure), lotice tkat neutral line A (lia. 4) ia a región oí intense nagnetic alear. Allnagaetograna tere obtained at tbe flarahall Space Flight Center (ISIC).
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!il, 4 i) Loifltidiial laiastograa oí Al 2779 obtaiaed on do?, 11. 1980, thisA has bees rotated 90 vlth 
reapoct lo Flí- 3. bj lontral linea íiagran. c) i 2-D sketch oi the coronal finid of Al 2TT9.
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Figure 5 depicts the soft and hard X-ray líght curves for 
the three events. The impulsivo phase, marked with a bar, 
is characterized by the hardest X-ray spectrum (largest flux of high 
energy, e > 100 keV, photons) in the Hard X-ray Burst Spectrometer 
(HXRBS, Orwig et al., 1980) data (Dennis, 1987); this indicates the 
generation and precipitatlon of high energy electrons (Emslie and 
Hachado, 1987). After the impulsivo spike, a gradual phase is 
clearly seen in Nov. 11 fiare; being aleo present, though less 
intense, in HXRBS data for the other two events. This component has a 
softer spectrum.

Bi: i!. VHI'íi “BÍ. Til ')!íí‘ .nl!‘'í«l!. W:i,!¡comr) correspofid fco tfce »$ft (tof) acd h«rd (telo*) I ray c rl.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the spatial development of the 

emission seen by the HXIS low energy bands as a function of time; 
here we have outlined the neutral lines A and B (see Fig. 4). A 
email and bright soné; labelled F1 in the three cases, is observed 
over neutral lina A. This región is surrounded by other two: one 
extending towards the NW (F3) and another, much more elongated, 
towards the E-NE (F2). According to the location relative to the
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neutral linee, the identified zonee correspond to three independent 
bipoles. The earliest fiare emission site was located within the 
intermedíate región (Fl) of highly etreseed field (see Fig. 3).

Fl|. 6 3.5 - 0.0 keT iiages ifi the HIIS FFOV íor Kov. 11 fiare, Kverr step is equal to 16a la theSu. The coatouri correspond to: 90, 75, 50. 25, 10 and 51 of the laxliue nuiber of counts vhich isaoted vithli 1115 field. The aueber belog every figure is the correspondió OT. le have superiiposed neutral lines A and B (see Fig. 4).
Subeequently, the emission expanded inte F2 and F3 in cióse 
aesociation with the development of the impulsive phase, this suggests 
strong interaction between the bipoles. This behaviour is seen better 
in Figures 9a, 10a and lia, where we show the soft X-ray light curves 
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and the therroal energy (Eth ~ 3k T Yv¿ V4* [erg] , where Y is t.ho 
emission measure and V the volume) evolution for the three structures. 
It can aleo be notleed (see Fig. 6, 7 and 8 too) that. at fiare máximum 
F2 is the predominant source; note in Figure 3 that this structure 
extended over a neutral line with observable magnetic shear. Regarding 
the hard X-ray (16 - 30 keV) emission, the compact F1 bipole is the 
most important structure towards the beginning of the impulsivo phase; 
while the bulk of this emission is concentrated only over F2 during 
the gradual phase (see, as an example, Fig. 12).

fig- T Idea fig. 6 for lov. 12, 02:42 OT fiare, lotice the locatioo of the large acale structure D in thelast iiage.
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FiC. t Idea Fig. 6 íor lor. 12, 11:00 0T fiare, fíe haré iadicated the poeitioo of D in the last iiage.
We can now compare the characteristics of the hard X-ray 

burst emission with the temporal variation of Et.h ln every región. As 
lt can be noticed from Figures 9b, 10b and 11b, Eth for F1 reaches its 
máximum and also starts decaying slightly before the end of the
impulsive pitase. The slopes of these curves are quite 6teep at both
eides of their máximum, being this behaviour consistent. with the 
evoiution of the soft X-ray emission within this bipolar structure. In
the case of F2 and F3, the larger valúes of dEth/dt are observed 
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during the impulsive peaks; this aerees with our previous statement. 
that this phase is characterized by the spread of the emission over 
the two structures. It is however quite olear that after this 
initial rise the behaviour of F2 and F3 is clearly different. This is 
particularly evident in the case of the Nov. 11 and Nov. 12, 11:00 
ÜT fiares, where we see that Eth(F2.) continúes rising :\¿ 5 m after 
the impulsivo peak; while Eth(F3) reaches a plateau during this 
period. The evolution of the Nov. 12, 02:42 OT event is 
slightly more complicated due to the considerable level of preburst 
activity (de Jager and Boelee, 1984; Cheng et al., 1985), but still 
the same type of behaviour can be recognized.

Iü-)? IC- líh "mliül'ufi Ümiwi!1’ ÍS ll ’u]‘ h '¡¡¡“(I, •',# Iir I!.1 bl' ftói1 *Sí.rñjjolatloa la uiiti of 10 era. The left vertical axis correaponda to F2 and F3 and the right to Fl. The voluiei chotea for erery atructure la ? - 10 ca Juat to eatabliah a fraie of reference. T and T have beea eatiiated froa couat ratioa betaeen Bl and B3 ualng the Count Bate Prediction Prograa (TanBeek et al., 1981).
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Fig. 10 Oov. 12, 02:42 OT fiare, a) and b) ldei Fig. 9 a) and b).

Fif. 11 lov. 12, 11:90 OT fiare, a) Idei Fig. 9 a), correspondíng left vertical axis to F1 and right toF2 and F3. b) Idea Fig. 9 b).
Bearing in mind our working preinise, the facts that: bipole 

F2 is the seat of the gradual phase of the hard X-ray burst, develops 
its Eth in agreement with this hard X-ray emission, is 
energetically predominant in the time integrated output and is 
located over a neutral line with observable magnetic shear 
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extending towards a strong field región, compel the conclusión that 
the bulk of the energy release in these fiares took place wlthin 
thie strueture. On the other hand, the instability that triggered 
the phenomenon seems to start either within F1 or at the 
interaction site between bipoles where the X-ray nucleus is 
observed during the onset phase, F1 is the seat of intense magnetic 
shear and its hard X-ray emission and Eth dominates during this 
period, suggesting that some energy release aleo occurs here in 
cióse association with the production of high energy partióles.

21:02 :22
fl|. 12 16 - 30 ke? iiaiet of HIIS FF07 for Mo?. 11 fiare. Contours are 80, 75, 50, 25 and 10*  of miiuiíntensity.
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While bipole F3, contrary to F1 and F2, has little shear and no 
appreciable hard X-ray emission indicating that this structure 
receives most of its energy from the other6 rather than from its 
own internal content. When internally stored energy is released 
within a bipole, we cali it active and, in the opposite case, we 
cali it passive, Aecording to this, F1 and F2 are active structures 
and F3 is passive.

A series of fiares that developed from April 7 to 10, 1980 
in AR 2372 presented similar characteristics as those just described 
(Machado et al, 1983; Machado, 1985; Machado et al., 1988a). The 
magnetlc configuration of AR 2372 was also composed of two main 
spots and a reversed polarity región in between; a sketch as the 
one in Figure 4c is also suitable for this región, In this 
particular case, the MSFC coverage during 4 days with little 
foreshortening allowed an accurate estímate of the evolution of the 
transverse field. It was observed that while the bipole over 
neutral line A was the site of persistent shear, neutral line 
regions B and C showed varying degrees of deformation from 
potential wj.th time.

HXIS X-ray lmages show that during this period the energy 
release in AR 2372 fiares began and spread among the different 
bipoies aecording to their relative shear, evolving as the 
relative magnetic atrasa did. In all casas tha onset of the X-ray 

fiare took place at the location of a email bipole; either over 
neutral line A from April 7 to 8 or a small loop aeróse neutral 
line B on April 10, this was cióse to the larger loops over B 
(Machado et al., 1982; Machado and Moore, 1987). The impulsive 
ph&se was characterized by the expansión of the X-ray emission 
into bipoies over neutral linee B and C, being one of these the 
most important source during the gradual phase and changing 
predominance aecording to the magnetic evolution. During the 
impulsive phase chromospheric footpoints were observed in some of the 
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interacting bipoles, having this coroponent the hardest spect.ruro; 
these facts indícate the presence of energetic electrons. In this case 
also Eth(t) for the three structures (see e.g. Fig. 5 for April 8, 
02:57 OT event in% Machado et al., 1988a) evolved in a similar way as 
in the November fiares; being the small bipole predominant during the 
fiare onset phase and dominating one of the other structures the 
thermal energy content of the whole fiare, while the third behaved as 
a passive bipole.

A common characteristic, to both November and April fiares, 
was the slow brightening of the global bipole of the active región 
(structure D in Fig. 4c). Figures 13 and 14 show the spatial evolution 
of a large scale structure in HXIS images after the November fiares 
and the April 7, 05:27 UT event. In a magnetic configuration like the 
one of AR 2779 and AR 2372, the natural site for reconnection and 
partióle injection into different structures is at the X-type neutral 
point depicted in Figure 4c (see theoretical work by Syrovatskii, 
1969a,b, 1972, 1982).

Fiare associated large scale (> 1010 cid) X-ray brightenings, 
the so-called "giant arches", were discovered in HXIS images hours 
after the onset of the ejective fiare of May 21, 1980 (Svestka et 
al., 1982a). In this and following studies (ávestka et al., 1982b; 
ívestka, 1984; Hick and ¿vestka, 1985, 1987; Hick et al., 1987) it was 
shown that giant arches appeared after two-ribbon fiares and it was 
inferred that both phenomena were due to a common underlying physical 
model. In a recent work (Mandrini and Machado, 1990) we have shown 
that large scale loop brightenings are observed in a large variety of 
situations, of which the events just described are an example, being 
not uniquely related to two-ribbon fiares. Furthermore, our analysis 
shows that when large scale structures are observed in association 
with ejective events, they appear in a topologically distinct 6et of 
magnetic loops than those that give raise to the classical (post.) fiare 
loops. Our results suggest that this large brightenings, not only in 
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confinad fiares but, also in ejective fiares, are pre-existing coronal 

systems of loops energised by the underlying fiare. The observatlon 
of similar phenomena in different clasees of fiares (confined and 
ejective) emphasise the global character of energy release in the 
magnetic structures of an active región.

We have been presentíng up to now an scenario for fiare 
occurrence in which impacted bipoles particípate in the events, 
being the interaction cloeely associated with the impulsive energy 
release, but coming the bulk of the energy from the internal 
repository within these structures. Other interesting examples 
from the original list are the May 9, July 14 and May 21, 1980 
fiares. The first is a confined fiare, the second one can be 
classified as a composite of confined and ejective and the third is 
a typical two-ribbon event.

May 9, 1980 fiare from AR 2418 (Doscheck et al., 1981; 
Antonucci, 1982; Machado et al., 1988a,b) was composed of two 
interacting bipoles; one was observed as a compact and bright 
feature and the other as a large and diro structure. The smaller 
bipole was located over a neutral line showing intense shear, at 
both sides of which chromospheric footpoints appeared during the 
impulsive phase. This site was also characterised by a strong 
total vector field. The large X-ray structure was a system of 
loops (see Fig. 10 in Machado et al., 1988a) extending from one of the 
footpoints of the compact bipole into a región of weak field. Machado 
et al. (1988b) deteeted two X-ray fronts moving from the bright 
source along these loops; according to their estimates these 
fronts might have been originated during the strongest hard X-ray 
peak. Besides, the analysis of the t.hermal energy content of each 
bipole shows that. most of the fiare energy was released within 
the small región; while the large loops passively received energy 
injected from the X-ray kernel.
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thelili 13 ,Soft I-ray coitoara (3,5 - M keV] ahoilag the develoMeat oí a larga acale atructure la
Helia oí vIh aíter Aarü 7, 66:27 Oí fiare. The vfOf ala beea aaperiapoaed oa the upper right
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July 14, 1980 fiare ín AR 2562 also comprised two 
interacting bipoles. The X-ray and Ha development of this fiare (Fig. 
12 in Machado et al., 1988a) shows a small nucleus and an extended 
configuration of two-ribbon type. -The main difference between this 
event and the one mentioned before, is that both structures 
present an independent, but quantitatively comparable, thermal energy 
evolution. This, along with a filament eruption in the large system 
of loops, indicates that stored magnetic energy was released in this 
structure.

We refer now to the well-studied two-ribbon fiare on May 21, 
1980 in AR 2456 (see de Jager and Svestka, 1985 for a review) as 
another example of interaction between bipoles in a different type of 
event. Prior to the fiare impulsive phase ( 35 m) new magnetic flux 
was observed in the longitudinal magnetograms obtained at the Kitt 
Peak National Observatory (Harvey, 1983). Hoyng et al. (1981) proposed 
that the emergence of this small bipole was the likely cause of the 
destabilisation of the AR filament (see the emergence flux model, 
Heyvaerts et al., 1977). The X-ray emission from this región, which 
was the site of a hard X-ray footpoint at the time of the impulsive 
peaks (Duijveman et al., 1982), evolved in a different time scale 
than that of the large bipole above which the filament was located, 
showing its individual character. On the other hand, the gradual hard 
X-ray component was observed high in the corona at the top of the 
growing system of (post)fiare loops; these dominated the thermal 
energy content of the fiare (Duijveman, 1983).

The results Just deseribed confirm the picture presented in 
the case of more complex events. More examples and/or more details on 
the events in this Section can be found in Table I of Machado et al. 
(1988a) and references therein.
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2.2 Microflares

We turn. now to the study of weak flare-like translent 
brightenings, often ealled "microflares", and then put. this in 
perspective with the fiares analysed previously. These phenoroena, 
detected for the flrst time in HXIS data by Schadee et al. (1983), 
are observed frequently and simultaneously in active regions. Here, we 
describe briefly HXIS observations of AR 2779 along 12 h on Nov. 6, 
1980 (Mandrini et al,, 1989).

Figure 12 (top) shows approximately the configuration in 
which the brightenings took place. This magnetogram was obtained on 
Nov. 7, 1980 when foreshortening effects did not render the 
magnetic observations unreliable. The soft X-ray intensity and the 
thermal evolution for the different events are depicted in Figure 15. 
The plots in this figure correspond to several zones in the AR, 
whose location has been indicated in Figure 16. Here we show HXIS 
FFOV stretched in the E - W direction to compénsate foreshortening 
differences between Nov. 6 (X-ray observations) and 7 (magnetic 
data). In Figure 15 we have oroitted the contribution of an ejective 
event that developed towards the SE and whose position is shown as 
TRF in Figure 16. The nuroerous weak brightenings that occurred 
during this day had peak intensities of several tenths in HXIS 
observations (Fig, 15). In the HXIS count rate scale a small to 
médium sise fiare (type B or C in the X-ray classification, see 
e.g. ávestka, 1976) reaches a máximum of several hundreths to 
1000 c s , while larger events (type M or X) show peak intensities 
above the last valué. It can be seen that, in spite of their 
weakness, T in these sones during microflares are between 10 K and 2 
10 K which are typical of more important fiares.

In Figure 17 we present a set of soft X-ray images in which 
the morphology of fiares and microflares can be appreciated. The 
three contours in the second row show fiares in progress. The first
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two correspond to the evolution of the growing system of
(post)flare loops after Nov. 6, 14:44 UT two-ribbon fiare; notice
the soft X-ray kernel in A simultaneously. Figure 17f, on the other

*

hand, is an image of a eonfined fiare that started at 17:25 UT and 
which comprises two magnetic structures (Mandrini, 1989): a compact 
bipole B and a large bipole C, in agreement with the general 
picture of múltiple loop fiare topologies as diseussed before.

The recurrent pattern of activity observed in the images is 
particularly remarkable. Regions A and B, along a neutral line with 
intense magnetic shear (see Fig. 3), are the sites of repeated 
X-ray emission of varied intensity. The fact we want to emphasize is 
that the shape of the emitting regions is preserved 
notwithstanding differences in intensity among events, compare 
contours in Figure 17f for the fiare with weak brightenings in 17c, h 
and i. That is to say, the global morphology of two bipoles does not 
change no matter the brightness ratio between fiares and
microflares.

We have also found that averaging over the period of our 
observations, the brightenings imply a mean energy input rate of o>102a 
erg s-1 which is enough to heat the active región corona (see also Lin 
et al., 1984) .

The similitude in the X-ray emission observed during fiares 
and microflares suggests very strongly that both phenomena are 
driven by the same basic physical procese. That is to say, 
interaction between impacted bipoles triggers the event and induces 
the release of stored energy. The possibility of a common 
phenomenology between fiares and microflares was diseussed by Lin et 
al. (1984) and Athay (1984). We have found similar resulte for weak 
brightenings in AR 2372 (Hernández et al., 1990).
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3. DISCÜSSIOH

The observational properties presentad in the previous 
Section lead us to the following picture. The basic structure of a 
fiare consiste of an initiating closed bipole plus one or more 
adjacent hipóles impacted against it. As far as our observations can 
tell, the energy ralease can begin either within the initiating 
magnetic structure or at the interaction site between them. There is 
ampie evidence showlng that the bipoles interact strongly in 
the impulsive phase, during which most of the energy is released 
inside one or more structures rather than at the interaction 
site. Besides, the strongest and most impulsive partióle accceleration 
is closely associated with the loop system showing the greateet 
magnetic stress. If an adjacent bipole has stored energy (indicated by 
the product of the spatial extent, strength and degree of 
deformation from potential of its magnetic field) and is 
sufficiently unstable, the interaction can t.rigger energy release 
within it; on the other hand, if this does not happen or the 
structure is sufficiently stable, no energy is released within it 
but partióles and/or heat can be injected from the interaction 
site.

The interaction between bipoles suggests the formation of an 
external current sheet and reconnection at the interface, 
triggering the impulsive production of energetic partióles. 
Afterwards, our results indícate that the way in which a fiare 
would evolve is characterized by the internal energy available in 
every bipolar región (see Fig. 14 in Machado et al., 1988a). That is 
to eay, the responsability of releasing the fiare energy does not 
rest on the external current sheet as in many fiare modele but on the 
loops themselves (see reviews on fiare modele mentioned before). 
The results derived from the analysis of microflares shows that this 
same scenario expande over a vast range of energies.
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Our data are, on the other hand, compatible with previous 
well-stablished observat. lona 1 fiare characteristics (see Section 
1.1); mainly those concerning the association of fiare activity 
with regions of high field gradient, as well as strong shear. They 
are also consistent with Skylab picture of coronal loops as the 
basic structure of fiares, being in this case the main new 
findings: the importance of bipole interactions as the trigger 
mechanlsm for fiares and other weak events and the lack of a clear 
physical distinction between confined and ejective events. In this 
last case we refer not only to common characteristics of energy 
release and triggering, but. also to the possibilit.y that both 
classes of events may encompass global magnetic structures in the 
active región. Our observations of large scale brightenings, 
associated to both types of fiares, also show the importance of 
field connections as the building blocks of the energy release 
process.

Finally, we want to cali the attention to the fact that all 
the examples froro the original list in Machado et al. (1988a), to 
which we can add up microflares in AR 2779 (Mandrini et al., 1989) 
and in AR 2372 (Hernández et al., 1990) and also giant arches in 
two-ribbon fiares (see e.g. Nov, 6, 1980 event in Mandrini and 
Machado, 1990), encompassed more than one system of loops; meaning 
this that the picture of interacting bipoles seems to be a common 
scenario for these phenomena.

In fact, all these new resu.Lts show that fiares are not 
isolated self-contained phenomena in active regions. Their overall 
properties span several decades in all basic characteristics like: 
total energy output, power, brightness and temporal and length 
scale. The fiare phenomenon is, thus, much more associated with the 
global properties of an active región than what previous resulte 
led us to believe.
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